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Nestle's takes the stand
~-Dark days ahead for Infirmary
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Decision

Senior Siaff
ciewers-scalpel on infirlllGl'f-By David Ives &

Laura Martineau

A three day marathon meeting last June saw Senior Staff
college budget with a meticulously fine-toothed comb.
inefficient programs, scanned any area that might be cut
budget. After months 'of meetings it found a beginning:
Service could stand to be trimmed.
As a fully staffed in-patient facility, the infirmary
is no longer a viable economic alternative. It has
. nineteen beds and an average of two in-bed patients a
night per semester. It is virtually unused.
Salaries, according to Dr. Frederick R. McKeehan,
director of the Student Health Service, make up about
90 percent of the $160,000 a year S.H.S. budget.
Personnel is clearly the logical focus of any effective
cutback.
Senior Staff does not intend to phase out the infirmary altogether. On the contrary, it plans to run a
day-time dispensarY manned full-time by a doctor
and nurse. Victims of night-time illness would have to
be routed to Lawrence and Memorial Hospital,
probably via campus security. The hospital's director
has assured senior staff that the idea is tenable.
There is no question that closing the infirmary's inpatient facilities can save the school money. At the
most basic economic level, few can argue that it is
even the school's responsibility to maintain health
care as extensively

as it has in the past.

President of the college, Oakes Ames emphasizes
that "We want as good services at less cost." Good
services are possible it seems, with careful
budgetary planning; inevitably the change must
come.

The key words here though, are not just
"inevitable" and "change," but "careful" and
"planning.' •

In January, Senior Staff consulted Dr. James
Niederman of Yale University to detennine if it is
feasible to reduce health care costs at Connecticut
College. Dr. Niederman assured Senior Staff that
other colleges have succeded in cutting costs without
Photo by Wendy Weeks
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sacrificing adequate health services.
Senior Staff had to start somewhere. With Dr.
Niederman's assurance in mind, it decided that
school gynecologist, Dr. A. Gordan Murphy would not
be asked back in the fall. According to Dean Alice
Johnson, Dr. Murphy seemed most readily dispensable because he works on a part-time basis. His
release was seen as a direct reduction of the budget.
The Voice has since learned that Dr. Murphy has
been a full time employee for two years.
"We saw the salary difference right away," said
assistant to the president and staff member Jane
Bredeson. LeRoy Knight, school treasurer and
business manager, concurred,
"We would be
reducing our payroll by his full salary."
Dr. Murphy was notified of his release on February
1:1, 1979.

Without Dr. Murphy the school will be without a
gynecologist who sees 44 percent of all infirmary
patients. This impressive statistic becomes a
staggering 70 percent or more of the total female
patients who use the infirmary whether for
gynecological reasons or not.
Senior Staff has said that they will hire a physician
assistant to continue the birth control clinics and
pelvic examinations previously done by Dr. Murphy.
Physician Assistants are, in the words of Dr.
McKeehan, ''physician extenders." They are trained
in "primary care," a confusing way to say that they
are exposed to the entire spectrum of medical care,
from setting broken legs to delivering babies. They
are not doctors. They do not specialize in any ODe
area during their training, and spend only-five weeks
of that hospital training in obstetrics and gynocology,
t
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running over the

It searched for

to help a flailing
Student Health

according to Yale Univerisly's Physical Associale
program. They cannot prescribe medication.
P.A.s are in vogue. They are less expensive than
doctors. But, as Yale's P .A. program warns, "We

do

not believe that people should use P.A.s to save
money. It is always kind of awkward."
The purpose of the physician assistant program,
stressed Yale, is to provide health care in areas
which are traditionally underprivileged and unpopular with M. D.'s; the programs not meant to
patch cut budgets.
Yale University and the office of the director of outpatient services at Lawrence and Memorial Hospital
say that the starting salary for a physician assistant
is about $16,000 a year. A P.A. with additional
training - one who has spent at least a year in the
office of a practicing gynecologist- would cost more.
Dr. Murphy makes between $19,000and $20,000 a
year. A P .A. with only basic training, at $16,000 a
year, would afford a possible savings of up to $4,000.
There is, however, a catch.
Dr. Murphy is the only employee of the infU'ltlary
not to have been rehired for next year. The implication is that the infirmary will remain an inpatient facility as of September, 1979.It will be intact,
but understaffed.
For the catcb is that a P.A. cannot legally replace
Dr. Murphy as the M.D. on call every other night and
alternating
weekends. This would leave Dr.
McKeehan alone the only full-time M.D., the only
doctor on call seven nights a week.
Six years ago the infU'ltlary was faced with a
Please
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-The
wording
of the proposed
Constitutien change in it's present form
llI'Ovidea for the Judiciary
Board to
have the diacrelion to not cli.cIoee lhoae
names which would be detrimenlal to
the studetlt if publicl2ed. Is it fair to
print some names of thoae found guilty
o( social infrsctlons and not otbera? Is
it fair to print the names of thoae found
guilty of aociaI infractions, and not the
names
of lhoae (OWld guilty of
academic infractlona?
-5houId
a (acuity
member
read
about a student (ound guilty of a aociaI
infraction, why should his or ber grades
suffer? This 100 is a pooaibility.
-Receiving
a recommetldation
from
the Judiciary
Board after being found
guilty is punishmetlt
l!IIOlIIh, why
punish a student twice by publtcizing
their mistake?
We urge the student body to serioualy
consider our reasons for opposing the
Constitution
change.
Whatever
your
decision
is, think carefully about the
pros and cons before voting.

Possible Boycott?
Entrepreneurial
drive has created the wealth of goods and services we enjoy
today. However much we indulge in the ridicule of big busin_,
it is important
to recognize that multi-national corporations have (orged the prosperous
lifestyle that Americana have grown not ooIy to appreciate, but to eJlPCCl·
At 'be same time. in their search (or orofilo, some large companies c1iaregard
the nature of the COUIltries in which they market their produclo. Used to advertisinl techniques in the United States, which are unenCIBDbered by rules.
multinational
corporations
pursue markets in ThIrd World COUIltries with the
same ahandon that they would in Fairfield COWlty. Busin_
vtalon is acute
when directed straight ahead, but Is blind to landacapea.
It is a terrible irony that NesUe's Corporation. the manufacturer
of innocuoua
Crunch bars, has resisted the pressure to adjust its aggreaalve marketing
technique to accomodate poor and uneducated peasants of ThIrd World countries. The articles in thla week's vetee, including a statement
by the Connecticut College Liasion Committee on Shareholder Responalbility. indicate the
malnutrition and death NesUe's is willing to cause in e""hange for pushing its
misused infartt milk (ormula. NesUe's opportuntatic
behavior in ThIrd World
countries is clearly a case of busin ... initiative run wild.
One way that the average citizen can force a large company like NeaUe's 10
reform is by exerting economic pressure, in the form of a boycott of NesUe
products.ldeally,
anyone who saw the emaciated timbe of a ThIrd World infant
driven to malnutrition
by misused formula would boycott NesUe's produclo
with firm resolve. Americans, being (reed (rom the dally struggle of procuring
enough food to eat, are in a unique position to force a Western corporation
to
shelve immoral marketing practices that are a pervenion
of what would be
legitimate behavior in the West.
But, of course, with affluence comes carelessn .... and it is unfortunate
that
though most people will be touched by the suffering of third world infanta, few
will have the humanity to keep Nestie products out of their pantries and leave
them where they belong - on the supermarket
ahelves, gathering dust.

Edllo r-bt-CbIef

ANDREW S. RODWIN
Aasoclale_
VICTORIA McKIT1'RICK

Art DIrector
KATE S. HERSEY
Photography

EdItor

WENDY WEEKS
mutralioD

EdItor

MAX MOORE
ProduclioD AsoJalaDl

ANTHONY BOWE

Senior EdIlora
LAWRENCE STRAUSS
LAURA~TINEAU
Seator WrIler
MICIIAEL SITTENFELD

Sincerely,
Jeff Lupoff, JB Chairman 197HO
Joel Mishldn, JB Chairman 1978-79
Jerrold Carrington. JB Chairman U177-

•

....s.R.

1iICHAEl. ADAMOWICZ
News Editor

LETTERS

ALLEN MOORE
EnlerlalDmeal_

, ANNALLAN

Sporn EdItor
KATHERINE McNAIR
Opinion Editor
STEVEN SHAFFER

-

C1reulalloa
THEA GLYSTEEN

CoDlu1lanlo

EVAN STONE
JAMES POLAN

Alfaln are aware of the specifics of
cases, and they are bound by confidentiality.
No record of a student's
wrongdoing goes to future employen or
Dear Editor:
graduate
schools. The suspension of a
We are writing thla letter to express
student is noted as a voluntary with·
how disturbed we are over th~ results of
drawl
on the transcript.
The Conthe proposed
SGA E~ecutive
Board
necticut College Judiciary Board in it's
electi?ns. The change. if passed, wo,uJd
present form. insures that one mlatake
permIt l!'e ',lames of those found ~ty
. will not follow a student for a lifetime.
of a soclaJ Infract/on by the Juc!il:iaa"""";
"'
.....-.
""""Ilii8i'Cl to be disclosec£"l'he
te Wai ~
-n...".../llt a.An ~ ""nst/lution
in (avor, 288 opposed, with 112 aDchange con~d
that It would work ~s a
stentions.
Though short of the two
deterrent agamst an offender wb.o might
thirds needed (or approval, the margin
return to the Board again. Not m three
o( those favoring the change to those'
years has any student ~n
before JB
who oppose it was shocking. U and
more
.than once while
on ~1aI
when the proposed Constitution change
probatIon.
The recommendatIons
next appears on the ballot, we urge the
themselves
have been a deterrent.
student
body to vote NO for the
-In the real world, an individual can
following reasons:
move and start over after a mlatake.
~onfidentiality
is the cbaracteristic
Here we live in a small tightlmit college
which makes our Honor Cude unique.
community.
We are all here to learn
Unlike other schools, should a student
and use our knowledge
(or a more
be (ound guilty by JB, knowledge of the
prosperoUl
future.
Why burden
an
infraction is known by few. Only JB
individual
with such pressure
while
members
and the Dean of Student
attempting
to seek an education?

Fre. tlte .e.elt

People Editor
B. ROBERT NORMAN

Busmen Manager
ERIC OSTROFF

79

Dear Edilon,
I thought
David McCall's
arliele
("Honor Code F1un1dng Out," March
2'7) W88 jUlt outrageous.
One of hia
main reasons for changIDg the elWll
system seemed 10 be that it is unique to
Connecticut
College - aince when ta
uniquen ... an adjective with negative
connotations?
I would think that aince
Connecticut ta similar to 10 many other
New England colleges, a unique elWll
system would be an attribute
rather
than a detraction
and there ta absolutely
no evidence
that It woWd
"bolster the ac.dellJic pretIfIp" 01 the
college to change It, ucept maybe In
McCall's eyes. U there is widespread
cheating.
JB. which McCall Is a
member of, should do IOmething about
it. Penonaily,
I've seen lOme lnalances
o( mild cheating. such as. "Be sure to
read this book," or "You don't have to
know too many dates," but never en~
countered
someone
actually
teJJIng
someone else the questions on the teat.
I'm sure that it does happen. but I am
equally
sure that the majority
of
students make a determined
effort to
conform to the honor code, certainlv not

C.lIII......

pale

011,

~--Is-t-h-er-e-a--#NSIDE
doctor
in the house?

5

What will happen to health care
next year? And will Dr. Murphy's
release help Conn save money - or
will the school
end up spending
more trying
to patch things up?

p.l~lI

""~----------

-""'~~
TN C......
V"p II an ICfltorlllly
Ind.pend.nt
nlWl
maglzln.
publilhed
wNkly during thl
~"'mic y.... All copy Is ltudent·
wrlttwl un'"
speclflcally noted.
Unsolicited mltwlll II welcom.
bUt the editor doe not IlIUm.
responsibility and will return only
IhOM ICcompMlect by I I'-mpecl,
setf·addr ....
envetope. All copy
r..-nents
the oPinIOn Of ttl,
IUthor unl...
Itl"
otherwise.
TN e ...... V"ce III shld.nt·run,
non.proflt orvanlutlOn.

EcHtorlal offices .... louted I,..
Room
212, Crozl.r·Wlllllml
Student e... tw. ~lIlng address:
Box 1351, Conn«tlcut
College,
New LondDn. Ct. 06320. PhOne:
(2Q3) 442·5391. Ext. 236 or 391,

Last

year.
CBS' "60 Minutes"
investigated
Nestle's
notorious
infant
formula marketing practices.
but
company
officials defended formual
sales as more of a help than a hin-

drance.

The Nestle's
crunch

I:!"W •

A college
committee
has issued a
report
on Nestle's
hard-sell tactics,
and they urge students
to boycott
Nestle's
goods.

p.8-7

Edward Korry • amba~sador p.4
International
journalist
and former ambossador to Chile, Edward
Korry
has a keen view of the contemporary
world.

departments

LETTERS
ON CAMPUS

department
Mr. Korry
dilemmas

3

4,5

guest

A government
lecturer
last week,

spoke forcefully about the
of foreign policy today.
SPORTS

I

ENTERTAINMENT

9
10

OPINION
Cover lllualralioD

hy Max Moore

J
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ON CAMPUS

Diplomat visits

stituling the current "reign of terror."
Turning from bia
years. the
retired diplomat expounded on bia
overall piclure of American ex1erDlI1
aflairs siDce World War n. United
Slates foreign policy was rme through
Presideots Truman and EiIeIlhower,
observed Mr. Korry. exercisiDIII a
posture of rtrtnn.... yet restraint.
against the Russian scourge. But.
under the Kennedy - JobnSOD reign. our
government became "a vastly more
centralized and potent force than 'ever
before in peacetime." that unclerlOOk
dubious, covert moves.
Specifically. Mr. Korry outlined

aw-

C.I.A. attempts to prevent "Castroi~"
from spreading
to other
L.alln
American ~tat ... He blamed Kennedy
for provoking the eventual loss of pubhc
faith and consensus iD affairs of state.
that our current ChIef Executive is now
trying to restore.
And what about the foreign relations
of our contemporary
era? Once
Congress and Presideot Carter resolve
the official approach to the top mtemational issue of energy, then, Mr.
Korry predicted. "we can look for a
new consensus and for making our
foreign policy a force for peace and
prosperity.' ,

Edifice complex
By Alison Roger.
Almost three years ago. Conn
College's books were moved out
of Palmer Library and iDto their
present
home. After many
discussions and evaluations of
the needs of the college by the
Long Range Planning
and
Development Committee, plans
were developed
to convert
Palmer Library into an academic
building.

its walls the language laboratory.
Small seminar rooms are
planned for college-wide use. Any
class in need of a better place to
meet may use these rooms as
they are available. One large
lecture hall will be available for

classes and college events,
equipped
with audio-visual
facilities.
Plans for Palmer Hall are
posted in the new library.
Faculty and students are urged to
examine them and send any

Palmer Library renovation is high
on the college's list of priorities.
The cost for this planned renovation
is 2.5 million dollars.

CoDege vl.llor Edward M. Korry. former diploma'
By Mark W. Hall
Connecticut College had the rare
privilege, April 17 and 18. of being host
to a most distinguished visitor the
Honorable Edward M. Korry. a former
diplomat and newsman.
From ,1967 to 1971. Mr. Korry was
American ambassador to Chile. and
was just leaving the post when the last
democratic election was held in that
country. giving the late leftist. Salvador
Allende. a presidential victory. Before
that time, he was our minister to the
court of Haile Selassie in Ethopia, and a
leading correspondent for United Press
in Europe.
I

Mr. Korrv
_.~
... had
sUl(l(estions for
students considerinl( th .. car ....rs
of fo....illn servic ..
and int ..rnational
Journalism.
While on campus. Mr. Korry has been
busy attending
two government
classes. two public lalka, and a luncheon at Knowlton House. Dressed iDa
conservative,
pin-striped suit and
exhibiting
a tendency
to longwiDdedness, Mr. Korry was nevertheless fascinating a rapt audience over
teacups iD Knowlton Houae when thia
writer caught up with him.

Among other advice and anecdotes,
Mr. Korry ha1 suggestions for students
considering the careers of foreign
service and international journalism.
For the first. the _former official
recommended knowledge of public
affalrs and a language; a graduate
degree; and a williDgneSs to go to
China. which is where many new
consulates will soon be opening their
doors.
He also mentioned the importance of
work on a college newspaper - for
those interested in reportiDg - because
of its service in teaching the mechanics
01 productions and iDimproving writing
skills.
Alter the luncheon. Mr. Korry spared
a few moments for some informal
words of reflection. He recalled the
year 1969 when, in the biggest such
take-over of an American concern, the
Chilean government nationalized the
Anaconda Aluminium
Company's
copper operations. Mr. Korry acted as
middleman in the negotiations, and
remembered the strong Washington
pressure on the busiDess to give up the
appropriate 51 percent of its stoek..
As for the deposed
Allende.
"everyone knew he was a dead duck."
Faced with an annual inflation rate of
100 percent. among other thiDgs. the
Chilean democratic leadership rejected
a U.S. financial bail-out plan (the
same used for New York City). aner
which the U.S.S.R. notified Washington
that it would not try to block any subversive actions the Americans planned.
In 1973, the Catholic Church and opposition parties gave an affirmative
nod to the military. who responded with
a coup d'etat. slaying Allende and iD-

The preliminary plans, drawn
i/!""t!lIillultlftlllil""IVifIl' 'lh@n>'Atchitectural
firm of Graham
Gunde Associates of Cambridge,
Mass.,
will
incorporate
classrooms,
lecture
halls,
seminar rooms, faculty offices, a
facuIty lounge and student laculty areas iDto the present
building.
Conn.College is presently badly
in need of better classroom
facilities.
Professor
Helen
Mulvey. a former chairman of

comments to President Oakes
Ame~~ioTht!! ~it.feeU.'i9rlU
renovation of Palmer has already'
received interesting suggestions.
Interior changes can still be
made, so the committee is giving
the campus community a chance
to share in the plans for Palmer.
The faculty group which has
been working on the plans for the
renovation
of Palmer
with
President
Ames, Treasurer
Leroy Knight and the architects
consists of Helen Mulvey. Helen

/.I

Cbanges on lb. inside
the Long Range Planning and
Development Committee, explained that the ne'! classrooms
in Palmer Hall (tentative name)
will more
adequately
accomodate small and large classes
in an attracllve setting.
Faculty offices of the departments of Philosophy. Religion.
English and History now scattered across campus will be
housed together iD the future
Palmer Hall. It will become the
center of the language departmentsalso,and~llhavewithiD

Reeve, Lester Reiss and George
Willaeur. T!lFy agree that the
Palmer Library renovation is
high of the college's list of
priorities.
The cost for this planned
renovation if 2.5 million dollars.
The College Development Office
is now handling the process of
fund-raisiDg. It is not known
exactly when the construction
will begin. "A sizable amount of
money has got to be in hand
before renovation can start,"
said a committee member.

Pbolo by W.... y Weeki
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In memoriam
Charles R.
Shaekford
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SUMM.RIO ••

-

sUMMER JOBS IN YOUR FIELD: To men and Women 10 !be human services area, "",",ation and recreatioo. ExteDsive ~p
and 10· ~ce
training and high level respOIlIibillty will provide experIeDce 10 chI1d care,
group work and outdoor edw::atioo 10a pr\JillIve eettiDI with ... bMl chI1dreD.
Flod out why we can say that tbIa camp is different from my other. Write:
Trail Blazer cam"", 56 W.-t 46th St., New YorI<, NY 10036.

TraU Blazer C....

NEW

LONDON'S

ONLY

DELI AND

CREPE

ANNA CHRISTIE

KOUSE

Thursday-Bard
Friday- Ben and Melinda
SaturdayBen and Melinda

ENTERTAINMENT
NIGHTlY
SPECIAliZING
IN
FOLK-JAZZ & BLUES
S2·54 Bonk Street
New london, Conn.

443-9255

Bell'n's Pharmacy
Co.plete
Professor of music and reknowued
Charles R. Shackford, profesaor
of music.
waa killed in an"
I

,\U(0l1\9\>11

cc.\cIea\ In Ne..,
London on April :Ill. Aprofessor at

COMposer

saxophones,

m:

the college since 1965, Dr.
Shackford, 61, was also a

nauonally
poser.

recognized
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com-

Dr. Shackford received his
Bachelor of Arts and Masters
degrees from Yale University,
his doctorate
from Harvard
University. Prior to his position
with Connecticut
College he
taught
at Bennett
College,
Harvard
University
and
Wellesley College.
He also
served as chairman of the music
department at Wilson College.
During his 40 year career in
composition,
Dr. Shackford
wrote close to 50 pieces, some of
which have been performed
throughout the country. Some of
his more notable compositions,
described as neuelaasisist by one
of his students, include String
Quartet
in
A, a choral
arrangement from· Psalm 139,
and his Eclogue for alto and tenor

violincellos,

and

harp.
Some-of ~,.&haclFfPJ'l!.'B pieces·

have been performed at the
college. In 1969, his "Fantasy on
Vysehrad for Two Pianos and
Orchestra" was performed at the
dedication of the Cummings Ari
Center. The Hartford Symphony
Orchestra
premiered
his
"Concerlo for Braas and Symphony Ensemble" in Palmer
Auditorium last fall.
Dr. Shackford's students speak
highly of him. John Brolley, a
senior who has studied with him
for four years, believes that Dr.
Shackford " had the craft down
perfectly... he was the essential
devoted musician." Brolley 10timated that his own interest and
accomplishments in music stem
from his exposure to Dr. Shack·
ford. "Dr. Shackford looked on
his students as if they were his
kids. He'd go to bat for you."
A memorial service for Dr.
Shackford
will be held in
Harkness Chapel on Wednesday
at 12:30 P.M.
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and freedom on the part of the students
must be preserved. The "country club
atmosphere" that McCall talks about is
largely due to decisions being made for
Conn students who are generally not
even informed about their options, or do
not take the trouble to inform themselves of them. I'm surprised that he
wants to cut down still further on the
antonomy of the Conn studenl. It
depresses me to think that respect for
students as adults and as full-fledged
members of the academic community
is considered "outdated sixties gibberish," and that Mccall thinks there is
no room for anything beyond "the
generally
accepted
system"
of
scheduled exams.
Susan Zakin

To the edi tor:
I should like to bring to the attention
of your readers, - especially the men
- that the Equal Rights Amendment
has been upheld in the courts by a close
5-4 decision. Recently on the courts of
Mitchell College the Camelettes, the
Connecticut College women's tennis
team, beat the Mitchell College men 54. Mucb as I would like to explain this
victory by great coaching; I must
admit, with a modesty that is almost
feminine, that the basic factor was the
natural. talent of our players. This
remarkable talent will be on display for
local sports fans at the south courts
at 1 p.m. Saturday, April 28th in a
match with Providence College.

ATTENTION!
So~omores &
Psychology Majors!

The first program
to ofrer it

Teaebers Collegel
CDtumbia University
announces
ACCELAYEAR·

8.S.IM.A.

'Tennis

expenses

e Theoretical

and

clinical training
• Graduate with
marketable skills
e Advanced training

IN PSYCHOLOGY'
BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS
in 2 years to students who
have completed 60 credits
(B average or better).

toward Ph. D.
programs

Write todav to:

ACCEL·A·YEAR

Sincerely,
R.BirdsaJl
Coach. Pro-Tern

e Save one y.. of
tuition and living

Box 001
Teachers College
Columbia University
N.Y., N.Y. 10027
Application for September
now bein ace. ted
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couraging lbe impression that the boWe is better.
Hearings before Sen. Edward KennedY'1 Subcommittee on Heallb and Scientific Researcb in May,
1979 led to mIlCh of lbe recent testimony on ~
iss~;
they also led to an upcoming (tentatively,
Spring, 1979) World Health Organization conference

.. eIlI Fro..
1ltee ..

The committee is interealed in the isa....
llUITOUIIc!ing the sal. of infant formula in developing

on the controversy.

Four other U.N. conferences

on

these issues have been held since 1970, with litUe
response by the industry.

COUIItries.In particular, OlD'interest centen on lb.
boycott of products sold by NesU. (a Swisa-baaed
multinational corporation and lb. largest seUer of
infant formula in less developed COlDltries) boca ...
lb. CoUege owns no shares of stock in any of !be olber
companies (Abbott Laboratories, American Home
Products Corp. and Bristol - Meyers Co.) wbicb sell
infant formula.
At isaue in lbe boycott is lbe practice of promoting
infant formula in developing COWltrieswhen there is
evidence that misuse of !be formula leada to
malnutrition. There is considerable disagreement
about lbe extent of lbe problem of malnutrition and
lbedegree towhicb it is caused by industry practices.
The foUowing paragraphs contain a summary of
the arguments wilb respect to the NesUe boycott
'arguments which generally apply to all companies
involved) and the conclusions on whicb the Committee has agreed.
(The arguments are based on material from these
sources: Infant Formula Action Coalition INFAcr
Newsletter, February, 1979; The Infanl Formula
Controversy: A Nestl. View, The NesUe Company,
Inc., January,
1979; Investor
Responsibility
Research Center, "Infant Nutrition, Breast Feeding
and Formula Promotion Practices," Feb. 28, 1979;
and "The ease Against NesUe," statement by Dr.
Michael C. Latham before lbe Governing Board of lbe
National CoWlcil of Churches, November, 1978
(provided by INFAcr).)

The Liaison Committee
urges each member of the
ColIl"ge Community to Join
the boycott of Nestle
products ••• no other
action could be effective.
New"e'. Ca.e

NesUe believes the case against it is too narrowly
focused on the promotion issue and ignores lbe larger
issue of infant nutritional needs. It claims it does not
aggressiveiy promote its product through milltnurses or conswner

advertising,

and it urges stricter

WHOguidelines on the distribution of formula by the
industry.
The industry has formed its own council (International Council of Infant Food Industries), as a
result of the pre-I975 UN conferences, wbicb alms at
self-regulation, including standardization of feeding
instructions, regulation of sales and distribution
practices, and conlinued research into infant
nutrition. The council has a code of ethics for member
companies.
NesUe argues further lban the evidence suggests
that:
(l) infant mortality is declining in Third World
COWl tries for a variety of reasons, including improved nutrition and infant fonda;

Th. Ca.e Agatn.1 Nestle
The case being made against NesUe rests on the
central contention that formula - feeding among
populations which lack clean water, refrigeration,
adequate income, and .ufficient literacy to foUow
inslrllCtions is inappropriate. It foUows, then, that lbe
promotion of infant formula in many Third World
countries through "milk·nurses"
(women dressed as
nurses who leave samples of the prodllCt arOlDldlbe
ceuntryside), free samples to medical personnel, and
direct consumer advertising are also inappropriate.
NesUe is accused of heavJI.L..RromotJn&...lnIut
formula in less-developed COWltries when the
birth rates in the U.S. and Western Europe
declined in the 19601. The results of the promotion are

A clrlload of NesUe'1 products. The commlltee ob .harellolc

(2) studies comparing mortality rates of bottl .. and
breast-fed babies are methodologically unsound;

(3) diaease,.da&&are.

also uoreUebJe;

(4) breast-fed babies develop better
healthier as long as millt is available;

~ __

and are

The

III

"'tim
(10) misuse of formulas exists, but is superior to
home made concoctions; and,
(II) reducing formula use would lead to more
malnutrition rather lban more breast feeding.

It concludes by arguing that lbe upcoming WHO
meeting precludes lbe necessity of lbe boycott.

"

Nestle argues: Infant
mortality Is declining In
Third World countries for
a variety of reasons,
Including Improved
nutrition and Infant foods.

Roballsl 10 Neslle
1l Evidence continues to arise lbat NesUe refUSCI

BrIaIoI-Me,.ers, maker of SImUa. Infanl formllla, ha•• hanged Its markedDg practices In responle 10 preslure.

claimed to be faUing rates of breast feeding where
formula is hesvily promoted and higher rates of
dealb and disease among bottle and formula-fed
babies. The latter are a consequence of conditioos of
inadequate sterility and insufficient income to plrchase adequate supplies of formula whicb are lben
diluted and lead to malnOlD'iabment.
The boycott aims at changing the behavior of
NesUe wilb respect to its promotion policies: atopping lbe use of miIIt-nursel, lbe use of free samples,
medical profession promotion, and !be use of direct
conaumer adverliaing. These practices encourage
bottle-feeding immediately after birth and create
cultural pressure against breast-feeding by en-

IUatralioa aDd P_

h,. Wend,. Weeks

-

(5) the decline of brealt-feeding is not adequately'
demonstrated ;
(6) a decline in brealt-feeding would be due to
many factors but particularly !be deaire to work and

concomitant

social pressures;

(7) most babies are mixed-fed (both boWe and
breast) ;
(8) breast is best, but Third World motbera have
inadequate supplies whicb require lupplements;

(9) botUe feeding may not mean formula feeding;

to discontinue promotion and free samples to mediw
personnel, a1lbough it has modified its adverlisinK
and claims to have stopped using miIIt-nuraes.
2) Some medical professionals claim the evidence
is clear lbat bottle-fed babies are more likely to be
sick lban breast-fed babies.
3) The code used by ICIFI is criticized on a number
of grounda:
a. The commitment to breast feeding ncede str0D8
reinforcement;
b. Clearly worded inslrllCtions are irrelevant to the
illiterate and poor; these groups should not be exposed to formula prodllCts;
c. The code does not han media advertising or tree
samples, nor is it effectively implemented at !be
sales level.
!be
The Liaison Committee urges each member of
CoUege Community to join lbe boycott o~ Nestle
prodllCts while we monitor developments whicb may

u----------------------7
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issue, the r.eaources devoted to changes in corporate
policy, and the minor coocesslona by companies
involved suggest that the abuses exist and OUIbtto be
ameliorated. No other action could be effective since
NesUe stock is not traded in the U.S. It seems clear
even from Nestie arguments that there is a need for
more appropriate foods and an increaae in breastfeeding in developing COlbltries; pusbing for change
in the promotion of inappropriate foods may lead to
more breast feeding and different foods, and we urge
people to impose pressure on NesUe by boycotting the
following prodlEts:
Taster's Cbolce. N.. cafe. DeCaf. Sunrile Coffee.
Perc, QUIK, Cboco-Chlll. Nellie Chocolate,
CRUNCH, Nestea, SoupUme. Maggi prodncla, 8_
Knigbt cheese. Sioufler prOOucla. Libby. McNeill •
Libby prOOucla. CrOl .. and Blackwell prOOucll and
L'Oreal cOimettel.

Deadly
promotion

mother has for ber baby. and her deIIre to do what's
best for it.
The mother is told that bre8at feediDC is
"primitive," Hunscientific/' and l~vmient.JI
Millions of uneducated women are influenced by
tbese bigh pressure, sophisticated
advertising
techniques.
The mothers, wbo have no knowledge of
sterilization, and litUe ICCCII to pure water, prepare
bolOes that often end up being infested by bacteria
that causes acute diarrhea, malnutritiOll, and, with
millioOl of Third World habies as testimony, death.
By this time the mother's own breast milk has dried
up leaving the babies dependent on the formula.
When their free samples run out, the motherl
discover that the price of the formula equa1s nearly
half of the family s income. AU they can do is stretch
out the supply. Stretching a tbree-day supply to last a
week or two, sometimes three, results in the babies'
debydration and malnutrition.
The irony is that alilhis time the mother's own milk
could have been used. Their milk is even better for
the babies because it contains natural antibodies not
found in the artificial formula. A newsletter put out
by INF ACT states: ..It waan't that the formula

By Robin Brown

elIoIderr .. ponlibillty layl boycoll.

business
~rtlseD
arise out of the WHO conference." The boycott hal had .
some effect in changing the behavior of NesUe and
has at least encouraged a significant corporate public
relations campaign. Continued economic pressure

seems necessary. however,

given

the continued

promotion of the product in circumstances the
company agrees are nowhere near ideal.
While the Committee is in no position to evaluate all
the evidence in the matter, the persistence of the

The Infant Formula Action Coalition (INFACT) is
sponsoring a boycott of aU Nestie prodlEts. The
boycott began some monthl ago and is in protest of
NesUe's allegedly unethical promotion of infant
formula in Third World countries. .
Since the sixties, the U.S. birth rate has dropped
tremendously so baby product companies bave had to
search elsewbere for new markets. These companies
found the Third World COlbltries, ranging from Haiti
to Venezuala to the Philipines, and to Nigeria.
Their "adverliaing campaign" begins at the
bospitals. New mothers leave the bospitall with
complimentary tins of the powdered infant formula.
In return for this distributive service, doctors receive
special services, and the bospitall receive new
equipment, not to mention medical ccnvenucns, all
paid for by Nestie.

Reltut ..... te Nestle:. Some
medleal professionals
elalm the evldenee is
elear that bottle-fed hables
are more likely to he slek
than hreast-fed bahles.
Nestle employs "milk nurses," women dressed in
nurse-like uniforms, to visit new mothers. Their
primary function is to make sure a tin of infant formula remains wben they leave. These women do not
serve as nurses, but rather exploit the love every new

tlndlan baby. boIIleled from early weeki 01 Ufe
with overdlluted. cnnlamiDated infant formula. The
result-- mar.smu. diarrhea and death.
W ..

products were bad, but that bigh-preBlure promotion
of them created a false need" in areas wbere living
conditions
and poverty
made their misuse
inevitable. "
The purpose of the boycott is to put preBlure on the
corporations (especially Nestle) to stop this allegedly
unethical and dangerous promotion of the infant
formula in Third World countries. Other companies
like Bristol Myers Company and Abbot Laboratories
have changed thell- marketing practices. NesUe has

~~Mliknurses" exploit the
love every new Dlother
has for her hahy.
not yet felt sufficient pressure to alter their policy in
the billion dollar a year industry, INF ACT is calling
for Nestle to:

MILK

OStop the use of "MiIk-nuroe" personnel, in or out
of starcbed uniforms;
2)Stop distributing free samples of formula to
Nestle argues further that the evidence suggests
3) Stop promoting the formula to the bealth
profCllioOl and througb bealth care inltllulioD8;

_

4)Stop promotion and advertising of artificial milk
formula aimed at Third World motherl who cannot
use it safely, as recommended by the Worid Health
Organization.

~!st::::::_:::
..;:.:::::::---===::;_~-~~~~-;'"_~-=
NesUe, bowever,
Neslle's" MUknurses" leave free lamples of formula. MotIIen can barely alfonllo
feeding Is no lnnger pos"ible.

-

bay m...... even thougb breast-

malntaiDI that its ..bard .....

distribution practices do not COII8lItute abuses. The
issue of Nestie', aales has not been reaolved, although
the controversy received natiOllwide attention OIl
CBS's newsfeature program ''eO MInutes" loat year.
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SPORTS

The next day the novice team
trsveled to New Haven to compete wilb
two Yale novice boats. Here C.C. fared
moderately well, coming in second in
lbe race, lourteen secoads aCter lbe
first Yale boat and eight seconds ahead
of lbe other.
The nexl race saw the advent of bad
rowing conditions. Twice the races
were postponed because of high winds
creating choppy water. Finally on
Sunday morning, APril 8, a conference
between all coaches was called. A
decision was made to row a shortened
version of the races because of unnegotiable water in lbe last 500 meters
of the planned course.
In two dual races, both C.C.'s varsity
and second varsity losl to M.I.T. The
novice boat of C.C. came in last in its
• race also, losing to Northeastern (first
placel and M.LT. Coach Greenspan
was not entirely dissatisfied wilb lbis
I

With I-I record,

Camels two games out

race however, as the novices after a
crab which caused lbem to stop dead
near the begUUl1D8:
or me race,
recovered and put in a tremendous
ellort in lbe last 500 meters, almost
pulling even wilb M.I.T.
The most recent race was also lbe
most miserable wealberwise. Held on
lbe cold rainy day of APril t4 against
William~ College, lbe races had mixed
results. Again lbe varsity team lost,
bringing lbeir record to 2 and 2. The
second varsity, repeating the novices'
disaster of a week earlier, pulled a crab
and stopped completely, losing by
sveral lengths to Williams.
The day was happy for some, as lbe
novices won their flrst race of the
season by lIh lengths. A jubilant third
of the C.C. women's crew team didn't
care what lbe weather was like that
afternoon.

Laxmea limp all Oral outlaWII
aanor/ia. iajuriell

Good samaritan In sborts auemptli to lave kaeeUag man from projectile.

By Ibe Whe.lmeisler
Have you seen the American
East standings lately?
W L
Pet.
6 4
Boston
.600
.556
5
4
New York
I
I
Conn Call.
.500
3 7
Balitmore
.300

League
GB
1,-2

2
·4

_IJat_,. .......,.•..--

In the toughest division in the land the

eam ..

record
just
beblnd
tbe
two
powerhouses, Boston and New York.
The rigorous spring workouts bave
wbipped the Camels into the best shape
01 their young lives, allowing them to
get off to a good start.
The Camels were impressive in lbeir
opening day game at Fitch High Scbool.
By jumping to an early lead behind the
hilling prowess 01 Jim "Boy Wolf"
Luce the Camels never looked back
while breezing to an 8 to 4 victory over
Fitch High.
Scoll HeCter utilized bis highly toured
curve ball lor four strong innings which
earned him lbe win. Overpaid Mark
"Big Fisk" Fiskio mopped up in lbe late
innings by throwing mainly "meatballs" according to slugger Dave
Rabbino.
Fiskio's
latest ultimatum
was
brought to coacb Waldo's attention
alter the sweet opening day victory. His
lawyer, Bob Wolf-Wolf, made it clear
that the superstar would retire to the
library if be was required to attend
practices, or do anything else that
would help solidify the ball club, or
improve play on lbe field. The
disgruntled Coach Waldo commented
that, "Fiskio's attitude fits right in wilb
today's modern ballplayer."
Despite this Yankee-type controversy
after one game most of lbe Camels
embarked on lbe final leg 01 lbeir road
trip to lbe Coast Guard Academy wilb
only baseball on lbeir minds. As usual
the exception was Fisma, who refused
to travel on the team bus, and arrived
via helicopter at lbe Coast Guard field.
While being escorted to lbe Camel
bench "Big Fisk" muttered, "The only
one I have to impress is me."
The ace of the Camel pitching staff,
Tom Beuscher, showed the Coasties
why pitching is oCten considered 80
percent 01baseball. A dazzling array of
fastballs,
curveballs,
and sliders'
resulted in the development of a worn
pathway Irom the Coast Guard bench to
homeplate. Beuscher's strike outs and
Dave Waldman's torrid hilling helped
the Camels build a 3 to 1 lead midway
through lbe game.

Photo by ADlboay Bowe

The Camels' luck ran out, though, as
the sun began to set. Waldo, the heart
and soul of this ball club, had to leave in
the fifth inning for ''personal reasons."
The big catcher barely had lime to take
off lbe "tools of ignorance." The persistent Cadettes rallied to beat the
Camels 5 to 3, but not before raising the
blood pressure of a number of Coast
Guard officials.
The Camels' near upset brought back
memories of the baaketbalJ team's

~JaA:

..t.Q

"Ift

Ow·,

Guard at lbe end of lbe basketball
season.
The I... spoiled lbe Camels' dream of
an undefeated season, but the bus ride
home did not reveal this biller disappointment. Paul "Rookie" Kiesel inslructed a number of players on lbe fine
art of oullielding despite his lowly .000
fielding average, while some of the
veterans
expressed
their
professionalism by commenting to me,
"We're taking lbe games one at a
time." and, "u we score more nms
we'll win."
This team has lbe spirit and enthusiasm
necessary
to carry it
through lbe grind 01a long season, but
the attendance has been low so far.
Waldo insists that lbe club will go under
unless, "we get more lban two fans a
game." After all, there is no better way
to spend an afternoon than watching a
haseball game. Try putting down your
books some afternoon and come and see
what lbis team is all about.

Anyway, after the roadtrip blues, the
When we last looked at our Lax team
Camels came home to show Ute fans
they had returned from lbe soulb,
why lacrosse is such a great sport. If
heallby, tanned, and ready lor an unyou missed lbe game, lbe Camels
defeated season. Well it's three weeks
and six lacrosse games later and all
stomped on Assumption 13-1 and Burke
and Fritz led lbe sbell shock attack on
lbat has changed; even the tans have
their goalie. Again Pete Capalbo bad a
faded.
Upon close analysis the lbree to two
great day maintaining a sbutout until
win-loss record which the stickmen
Assumption scored wilb 45 seconds left
hold is not as bad as illooks. It's been
in the game.
mainly a heart-breaking and boneUnfortunately Herb Ketl\ly suslained
breaking season.
a seperated shoulder in an attempt to
The pre-season ended on a promising
plant one of lbeir attackman. Trinity
note as the Camels went down to
received the same treatment. The
Southern Connecticut State and beat
Camels flallened lbem by a score of 13them 11-9.Peter Stokes, Tommy Burke
2.
and Frilz "lhe Cat" provided an outFor lbeir next road trip lbe Camels
standing
offensive
display
and
went to play lbe mudville ten of
everything looked set for opening day
Nichols. The field was lousy, but lbe
game was great. Alter being down 8-4 in
at Fairfield.
And what~_<lay )t·, lY'I-~_ jljlrfect -- lb.e lbird quarter, lbe:.Camels·tiedil·up'"
lacrosse weather .• 40 degrees and
a-s with just a few minutes to go.
raining. Unfortunately co-captatn and
The defense was fantastic
constar defenseman, Brad RoV-, was
sidering Herb was knocked out last
sidelined with a pulled groin <bid you
week and Bob Ruggiero was injured
get that one Disc<Hlansing Brad").
during the game. George Bacharach
The Camels look control of lbe game
and Brad Rost more lban made up for
right away but in the second period lost
the injuries. But once again, the sudlbe service 01 Stokes to a painful knee
den-death blues appeared, and we lost
bruise. Leading in lbe first balf, lbe
9-8. We also lost our leading scorer,
Camels allowed Fairfield to tie it up in
Fritz "the Foltz". Howierd Grimm was
the fourth quarter. Nwnerous injuries
injured on the busride home.
and several overtime periods later, lbe
That was that. Wilb a depressing two
boys lost in sudden death, 8-7.
and two record, coach Larry "Oral"
Roberts employed a new strategy. He
. outlawed injuries saying that "anyone
lt~s been mainly a
who is injured has to run extra sprints"
made the team promise not to go
heart-breaklng and and
into overtime anymore. Well. it - _ --c:to have worked. Last Thur- oy, Conn.
bone-breaking
beat an improved Bates team 12-9wilb
David Nightingale getting lbe hat-trick
season
and only one injury (have fun running
So much for the undefeated season.
on crutches, George).
However, recognition must go to Peter
Summing up the season thus far lbe
Capalbo, our talented gnalie. He bas got
laxmen have won three games, lost two
to be credited with keeping us in lbe
games, three attackmen and forty-six
match with several game saving stops.
lacrosseballs.

Sealloa
evea lor
By Alison Rogers
Womeu's crew at C.C. has had its ups
and downs in recent weeks. Three races
into the season, the Camels' record
shows almost equal numbers of wins
and losses for lbe three boats.
The day of lbe lirst race 01the season,
March 3t, dawned cool and overcast,
but the clouds parted just belore the
start of the women's race. In the only
women's race of the day, C.C.'s varsity
and second varsity boats raced the
varsities 01 Amherst and U.R.L The
welcomed sWlshine was a bright omen;
C.C.'s varsity placed first and lbe C.C.
second varsity came in hoton their tails
in a well-rowed race.

On the attack againlt Bates

Photo by Wendy Weeks
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ENTERTAINMENT

Fancy feat
By Maggie Morolf

Musieal marriage
By Ann C. Allan
Robber Bridegroom, Conn College's
major musical this year, opened last
weekend at Palmer Auditoriwn. The
play is set in the frontier days of the old
South. The plot revolves around the
\ acbreiitfD:el;"fofi::;l'iimie.~;::the~~
Robber Bridegroom, played by Tim
Scull, and his bride Rosamund, played
by Lisa Putala. The story is one of
mistaken identities and the trials of
love but, as ever in a musical comedy,
the misunderstandings are worked out
to everyone's satisfaction, to the accompaniment
of much energetic
simrimz and dancing.

The opening number, Once Upon lbe
Natchez Trail was enthusiastically
performed and the audience responded
with hearty applause.
Tim Scull
displayed
a commanding
stage
presence and was in good voice here
and throughout
the show. Mark
Teschner was also excellent and his
acrobatics on stage kept the audience
enthralled during the second nwnber,
Two Heads. In Steal With Style, Tim
Scull demonstrated considerable comic
talent as well as vocal range. In
Rosamund's Dream, a duet between

the two lovers, the mood became
serene.
Some comic relief was provided in
Prickle Pear and Lllybud, in which
Deirdre McGill as the wicked stepmother Salome drew enthusiastic
applause from lbe audience
r .i..
PutliI.t'<i·Opturea tl\~fiii!ling
girl's boredom and discontent in Ain't
Nothing Up. Chris Pender as Musgrove,
Rosamund's rich father, was excellent
in the next nwnber, Marriage i8 Riches.
In the last two songs of the first act,
Little Piece of Sugar Cane and Love
Stolen, Tim Scull was in fine voice and
dominated the stage.

Every semester, the Conneclicut
College Dance Club prodll:es its own
dance concert. On April nineteenth and
twentieth, the members of the Dance
Club presented "Fancy Footwork" in
the East Studio of Crozier-Williams.
The ten dances were choreographed by
dance students, not all of whom were
dance majors.
The shoe opened with a modem
dance, Fancy Colors, which was
choreographed by Ruth Wagner, to
music written by Chicago. It was
danced by Ruth Noreen Daly, Gall
Georgeson, Leona Mazzamurro, Diane
Smith, and Suzanne Winsor, all of
whom were dressed in fancy colored
leotards, reflecting the title and mood
of the dance.
The second dance, Free Play, was
choreograpbed by Claudia Kovitz and
danced by Claudia and Laura Biddle.
Accompanied by the music of Jean-Luc
Ponty, the dance was a folksy and
joyable, well danced nwnber.
Pablo Gomez choreographed the
dance Arrival, a geometric modem
dance, to "The Chase" a song from
Midnight Express. Danced by Gussie
Levine. Debbie Low. Tony Pace, Uz
Silber, and Caroline Swartz,
Leona Mazzamurro choreographed
another duet for herself and Noreen
Daly. Reasons was an exiting jazz
dance, named for the music by Earth,
Wind and Fire which accompanied it.
Suzanne Winsor closed the first half
of the sbow with a ballet, titled
Superman,
which
she
had
choreographed. It was danced to music
by Barbra Streisand. It proved to be a
pleasant solo, full of traditional ballet
leaps and turns.

Radio Theater, an origination of the
1920's, now comes to Connecticut
College. Fred Allen, Jack Benny, Bing
Crosby, Kate Smith and Orson Welles
were the theater's founding fathers.
They brought to life such radio greats
as "Inner Sanctum
"Amos and Andy" and "The War of the Worlds." Now,
through the direction of Jim Francese,
Conn. students too can become absorbed and involved in radio drama
productions.
Jim, who feels lOthere are a fair
number of writers and actors who are
talented and merely need a way to
express it," now runs a WCNI weekly
show at 9:30 on Tuesday nights. Having
gained knowledge of the station as a
first semester disc jockey, he now
directs, recruits,
coordinates
and
writes for the show. With the aid of
H

Alice Wilding-White choreographed a
modern ballet entitled Eehoel to
synthesized music by Walter carlos.
Danced by Amy Condren, Noreen Daly,
Leona Mazzamurro,
and Robyn
Silverman,
it was peaceful
and
somewhat spiritual ballet.
Nothing was a theatrical dance,
choreographed and danced by Linda
Garant, to music from A ChonII Line.
The song is about a high school student
taking acting lessons with a particularly poor teacher, and about her
realization that he will never make her
an actreess.
Linda, very clverly,
mimed and danced along with the
story.
Aaron Joyner and Amy Roberts
choreographed and danced lollether in
We Used To Be Behind Before, But Now
We're Flrsl AI Lasl. otherwise entitled
Child's Play. The music was that of
Igor Stravinsky, and the dance was one
inspired by children's imaginative and
creative
games and interactions.
Clothed in pajamas, the two dane ers
playfully danced around the stage.
The show closed with a Ufunky', (88
the dancers themselves often referred
to it) jazz dance. september was
choreographed by Gail Georgeson to
the music of Earth, Wind and Fire.
Both Thursday and Friday nights the
dance studio was packed with friends,
parents and interested observers. The
audiences were receptive and encouraging to the dancers. And despite
several minor catastrophes during the
last week of rehearsals, the show was a
definite success.

ot'lyo1ni

After the intermission,
Mark
Teschner was oustanding as LiI Harp in
Poor Tied Up Darling and Goodbye
Salome. The chorus was particularly
good during the second nwnber, as
Deirdre McGill was outrageously
funny. The mood changed from one of
high energy to stillness as Usa Putala
sang Sleepy Man. In Where Oh Where
and the finale, the chorus displayed
vitality and skill in dancing. Special
mention must be made to the chorus
and the cast who did a line job in supporting the two leads.
/

Good evening ladies and gentlemen • • •
By RoblD WauDbert

After the short intermiuion the sbow
reopened
with
a jazz
dance
choreographed
by Maggie Marolf,
entitled IDtlmldalloD.

WCNI production manager Mark Oliva,
sound
technician
John
Golden,
"without whom radio theater would not
have been possible," publicity chairman Vicki Fitzgerald, and new director
Tom Hepner, the program may become
a true success.
According to Jim, "radio theater is a
chancey thing, and getting it olf the
ground is quite a difficult task. We
initially bad to convince CNI that radio
theater would work and grow, and that
we could put out quality material and a
weekly show. U it's going to work, it's
going to take a lot of time and effort
during the next two semesters," he
reflected.
Having aired "The Ugliest Man in the
World," Jim is quite pleased with the
student response and actor participation. "People put in a large
amount of time and worked rather
hard." But such hard work is a

necessity on behalf of the actors. They
must possess a 'jwillingness to work
and try something new, be fiexible,
accept criticism. have imagination and
fresh ideas," stated the producer. With
fifteen to twenty people working on the
program, and shows lined up on a
weekly basis through May I, Jim and
his staff are working double-time.
Future
programs
include
a
presentation by Fred Grimsey's voice
elass, a student production entitled
"Busy," (created by Conn. student
Matthew Jansky),
"Sorry Wrong
Number," and other shows.
Jim looks for original, interesting and
unresiricted thematic scripts. A soundoriented, weU developed dialogue is
another necessity.
In terms of controvenial plays, we
will not shy away from anything as long
as it serves a literary purpose," J1m
concluded.
H

There were publicity requirements
too; WCNI announcements, posters and
radio theater logos need to be created
and displayed.
Radio Theater, as
unique communication form, is a "kind of adventure in terms of entertainment from
the beginning." With a society oriented
toward film, TV, and other visual arts,
the program becomes a "participatory
activity" in which the listener uses his
"mind and imagination and has to
work to enjoy it." It asks the nstener w
"sit back, believe in it, go along and
join us and feel what we are feeling,"
states Jim.
In addition
to drawing people
together, the program provides actors
and writers with "a new incentive to
develop craft, to exemplify creativity
and receive criticism."
rblM, the
program not only adds a new dimension
to WCNI, but to our creative abilities as
actors and listeners.
Just
remember
to let your
imagination wander: Radio Theater
works best when listeners, thoullb
passive, fill in the elements left to the
imagination.
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OPINION

Of death be not proud
By Noab SodiD
Jolin Louis EvllDl3rdhad very little lime left to live.
In a matter of hours be would be eocorled from his
ceO in an Alabama prison by two guarda and a
chaplain to a little room about twenty yards down the
"death-row" corridor. Once there, be would be
strapped into a large chair, hia arms and legs bound
securely onto metal plates. hia head filted into a
strange object resembling a steel cereal bowl. 'Ibe
prison chaplain would pray that God have mercy on
his soul. A guard would pull down a lever on the wall.
and a large current of electricity would pass quickly
through
Evana body. BarriDI any mechanical
mishaps. (so frequently it'sthe little things that seem
to go wrong with cars. toaaters and executions).
Evans would be dead in I... than fifty secoods;
justice worts quickly.
'Ibe last penon to have been executed in the United
States was Gary Gilmore. the Utah murderer who
pleaded for the death sentence. In AprU of 11m
Gilmore's wish came true when a firing squad abot
him before a specially selected audience. Indeed. the
only disapointment Gilmore had to bear waa that of
being denied hia wish to televlae the execution over
public broadcasting staliona; Gilmore's death would
undoubledly have received a NeUaon rating at INst
egualto M+A+S+H and perbapa as hlgb as "Happy
Day." Even though Jolin EVllDl bas yelto die. there
are many lessons which we may learn from his tmpeodillll deatb.

his conviction he fell mercy to the laws of Alabama
and the United States Constitution. '!bey and they
alone are in cbarge of hia punishment. and hia ranlings about "demanding a manly deatb" should not
be listened to.
Yet even setting aside the cries made by Evans,
there are many people who bonestly believe in capital
pWlislunent as just and necessary. '1bere are no 1...
than three schools of thought put forlb by those who
advocate
the deatb-penally.
However, after
examining each of these. it still becomes apparent
that capital punishment is wrollll.
The first of these schools of thougbt holds that
although it is indeed an ugly scar on our society.
capital punishment is a deterrent to future criminala.
This simply is not true. Statistics abow that hlgb
crimes do not dlminiab as a result of executions; in
fact there seems to be no correlation at all between
the number of sucb crimes committed and the
nwnber or convicted criminals executed. What the
American public
unable to understand is that

criminal in jail does this -.Yet killing the. accused .goes
one step further beyond protecting society;
executions trllDlform society into a barbaric state. So
long as Evans is in jail yet alive, we will be protecting
ourselves withoutsacraficing our civility. Whether or
not a Iife-time in jail is the semantic equivalent to
death is not the question; EVllDl might feel dead in
prison. but be will nonethel ... be allve. ~
the
fact that society will protect itself. but will nol shed
its civility.
Finally. there are those wbo appeal to a third train
of thought in support of capital pWlislunent. SpeaJting
in terms of monetary factors. they claim that the
American taxpayer should not have to bear the
burden of supporting a convicted killer wbile hia is in
jail. Come on. follts! How much of our tax dollar
actually goes to the upkeep of prisoners? Homan
Prison the Alabama prison wbere Evans is slated to
be ex~uted. is not exactly the Waldorf Astoria.
Prison food and accomodalions are not maintained
with the same standards as a Holiday Inn. To speak of

seem.
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Why not tip Evans down
to a stretch of track and
let Justice ride IB the
englBeer's cab1

oougL£
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In this modem age there is no reason that
executions should not be macle more efficient. Many
of the technological innovations which today pervade
our aociety could be employed in executions while
simultaneously performing their more orthodox
tasks, thus killing two hlrds with one atone (no pun
intended). For example. Amlrack'a dally express
trains from Boaton to Washington, D.C. must achieve
speeds of alxty miles per hour in order to keep
schedules; wby not tie Evana down to a stretch of
track and let justice ride in the ellllineer'a cab?
Better still, why not drop him (sans parachute. of
course) irom a Pan Am 747 en route to London; no
mess, no inefficiency. and a 35,000 ft. drop into the
Norih Atlantic ensures a succeaaful end to Evana'
criminal
career. With a little imagination and
ingenuity, executions can certainly become less
costly and more practical.

\
~'

'Ibe flippant remarks of the previous paragraphs
are in no way intended to belittle the fate of John
Evans 3rd, or to make bumorous the tragic fate of the
man he so brutally murdered. Rather. this callous
attitude was intended to drive bome the intensity of
this writer's views that capital punishment is a
barbaric
and senaeless characteristic
of the
American judicial process. Whether or not Evans
dies in the electric chair, I believe that hia case
highlights the fact that capital punishment is a sick.
illogical evil which absolutely needs to be halted.
Perhaps the most salient aspect concerning John
Evans is the fact that be bimaeIf is urging hia own
execution. As Gary Gilmore did two yean ago. Evans
pleaded for death, prohibiting hia lawyers to appeal
the sentence banded down by the Alabama Supreme
Court. Although bis lawyers continued to fIght
against Evans' execution, working in conjlUlction
with the American Civil Liberties Union. it is certainly hard for a court to revoke a deatb sentence
when the prisoner is begging for it. Indeed the
American public itself finds executions J... repulsive
wben it can be rest assured in the knowledge that the
condemned did in fact desire death.
This, however, is utter nonsense. Since when do we
listen to the accused describe the type of puniabment
be would lite to face? Since when does the criminal
tell the public and the courts how be would lite to be
treated? 'Ibe purely ludicrous nature of sucb happenings is made clear when we consider this
hypothetical situation: suppose that instead of death.
John Evans were to plead that a just punishment
sbould entail nothing more than the loss of hia
driver's Iiscense. Would we seriouaJy listen to him
then? Evans has no right to dictate hia fate. Upon

>

someone with the potential to commit sucb an
atrocity is not going to be dissuaded by the threat of

..execution.
The second school of thought in favor of capital
punishment. and that advanced many limes more
often than the first. is the ''revenge bypothesis":
Evans murdered. and thus be abould die: the man be
killed has a posthumous right to Evans' death. It is
thinking like this wbich tends to make one lose faith in
mankind. Are we still living in a society wbere the
taking of a life. any life. is considered to be just for
purposes of revenge? or course what Evans did was
horrible; nobody in their right mind would contest
that. But wby does society have to be dragged down to
his level by similarly taking a life. Life itself musl
have some value. certainly Evans must be keplaway
from the rest of society; be has made it all 100 clear
that be will. if released.ltillagain. But we do not bave
to sacrifice our own civility by executing him. Put
him in jail for the rest of biB life, never let bim see the
light of day again. but don't kill him. for to do so is to
sloop to bis level of barbaric behavior.
or course there are those wbo would argue that a
life-time in prison is equivalent to death. so why not
execute him and be done with it. But this thinking
misses the entire point. When society is faced with a
problem sucb as John Evans presents. it must get the
criminal away from the general public. Placing the

the cost of prisons is to speak of a few cents. I. for one.
believe that the price of keeping Evans alive is
completely overshadowed by the moral price we all
pay if he is executed.

The price of keeping
Evans alive is completely
overshadowed by the
moral price we all pay if
he Is executed.
By the time this article is printed John Louis Evans
3rd might possibly be dead. His "deatb-row" cell will
undoubtedly be occupied by some other criminal
awaiting execution. This is not the first article this
writer has drafted on the topic of capital punishment.
and perhaps it is an erfort spent in vain. Yet it
remains my firm conviction that civilized societies do
nol kill. and that any readers wbo may bave been
swayed towards this view will represent a step
towards a truely sophiatlcated and enlightened
human existence.

lUaatratl ... by Ma. M-.
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ConllDued from page 1
similar shortage of doctors. Dr. McKeeban'a
predecessor, Dr. Hall, was forced to hire alocaJ M.D.
to be on call two nighta a week and alternating
weekends. The cost was $6,000a year. '!bat WII llix
inflationary years ago.
The total "savings" then, II created by senior
Staff's decision may increase infirmary operating
expenses by $2,000a year. The release of Dr. MlD"phy
may not save the college money, but increase costs.
Senior staff attempted to make a logical cutback in
an effort to cut costa, but it may ahve done the opposite, Not only may costa go up, but the quality of
student health care is likely to suffer.
What would have happened if the student body bad
been given a chance to voice objections to this
decision before it was made? One member of the
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The primary flaw SenIor Staff made appuenuy,
was in not giving itle1f time to make !be bulc
inquiries which would show that ita releaae of Dr.
MlD"phyis fmanctally unsound. Even in the event that
kitchen and custodial aides are layed off, the total
savings cannot equal the low cost of maintaining Dr.
MlD"phy and not ''replacing'' him with the more
cosUy P.A. and on-call doctor.
The unfortunale result of haste is that only limited
research led 10 the Staff's decision. Relying heavily
on statistics from other schools and presslD"ed by the
impending re-hiring deadline, Senior Staff used only
one outaide consultant - Dr. James Niederman - to
formulate a decision.
As President Ames felt, "We could not put it oU."
LeRoy Knight concurred, "It was either go or no go."
The Health Advisory Board, headed by student Seth
Marcus and formed last year to represent the student
body in major decisions affecting ~theStudent Health
Service, was not included
in Senior Staff's
deliberations. In fact it was not alerted until a vital
first decision had already heeD finalized. SGA, as
may already be imagined, was notified of the decision
by Marcus.
When asked why no studenta had heeD involved in
the process, one member of Senior Staff who could not
be quoted on the record said, "What would have
happened ...if the studenta had said 'we have to have
an infll'lIl&rY full-time,' and senior staff says, 'I'm
sorry, we simply cannot afford it; the budget will not
support it." The only possible reply to a hypothetical
conclusion like this is that it OCClD"S
conspicuously
afler the fact and perhaps second-guesses the ability
of studenta to be objective and intelligent contributors to decisions which intimately affect them.

Financial prescription bere?

•

f

Administration
construted
such a scenario,
suggesting that in such a situation senior staff might
have to insist on tile b!!!!llet C!!!t-,8 reason for noj,. A ""m- """"".
consulting the students' was a desire to avoid eoII"-'
frontations that might have resulted.
Dr. McKeehan wUl remain
The best reply to a hypothetical conclusion like this
is that it OCClD"S
conspicuoaly after the fact-and
Senior Staff's answer to student participation is in a
perhaps second --guesses the ability of studenta to be
proposed
committee - chaired by Jane Bredeson,
objective and intelligent contributes to decisions
Alice Johnson, and LeRoy Knight - including Dr.
which intimately affect them.

an effort

D.J. at S.G.A.
Last Wednesday SGA held a meeting to discuss
the future of the infirmary. SGA had invited
Dean Alice Johnson and Dr. McKeehan to the
meeting to answer student questions. The
meeting was attended by about 40 students,
After Janice Mayer brought the meeting to
order, Dean Johnson made an opening
statement. She stated that there would be substantial savings for the College if the Infirmary
were to' be transformed into a daytime clinic.
According to Dean Johnson, the College was
being helped in making this transition by a
specialist from Yale Medical School, who
recommended the formation of a committee to
consider the difficulties involved.
The Committee will include three members of
Senior Staff, one faculty member,
Dr.
McKeehan, three area doctors, a trustee who is a
physician, two studenta, and four parenta of
Conn studenta, who are also doctors.
Dean Johnson also stated that Dr. MlD"phywill
not be rehired, and will possibly be replaced by a
nurse-practitioner
trained in gynecological
matters.
Further, said Johnson, area hospitals will be
willing to handle night-time emergencies. Johnson promised that the Committee would work
out transformation problems. Under such a plan,
College Insurance would be mandatory for all
students.
Finally, stated Johnson, the plan is still at an
undeveloped stage, and subject to change.
Dr. McKeehan, the school physician who will
remain followed Dean Johnson's remarks with a
statement of his own. The new program will not
be as "good" as the old one; said McKeehan, but
nevertheless is an effort to cut exhorbitant costa.
Most of these costa are due to salaries, and Dr.
Murphy was not rehired, noted Dr. McKeehan, in

to save money.
Dr. McKeehan also pointed out that expenses
in the hospital are enormous, and that someone
will have to absorb the cost of hospital care.
However, Dr. McKeehan stated that the infirmary houses only 1.2 studenta nighUy, implying that maintenance of ita present hours
might be economically unsound.
A number of questions were asked at the
forum, of which the most problematic follow.

What are the qualifications of a nursepractitioner?
Dr. McKeehan:
There
are no logical
requirementa. They may be trained anywhere
from one to six months.
Since a nurse-practitioner
cannot prescribe
medicine, will Dr. McKeehan be able to handle
the additional load of patienta?
Dr. McKeehan: It scares me, but there are also
referral services in New London that some
students use.
Can the committee act fast enough so that
decisions will be made by September?
Dean Johnson: Can'ttell. The committee has not
yet met.
Why was the committee not formed in June when
the possibility of change first came about?
Dean Johnson: No comment.
Will all epidemic patienta be shipped to the
hospital?
Dr. McKeehan: No, the hospital will not accept
them. However, the Infll'lIlary only has nineteen
beds and could not take care of an entire
epidemic either. It will simply mean that more
studenta will stay in their dorms.
Do you think that a lack of health care will affect

enrollment'?
Dean Johnson: No.

McKeehan, a truatee, a bea\th care ~lal
(Dr.
Niederman again), a iepa_taUve frllm PIaDDed
Parenthood, faculty iepa_taU_.
two or tbree
local M.D J, parenta of studenta who are docian, and
two studenta: Janice Mayer and Seth MarCIII. 'nIe

committee will study and evaluate the lnf!rmarY's
budget to make further cuta.
However, Senior Staff has taken it upon itle1l to
design a committee of 8HiDing experIa. No one
knows what criteris dictale including parenta of
studenta on the committee. As Dr. McKeehan says
"They might be PerfecUy qualified doctors, but have
no expertise in the field of Student Health."
Dr. McKeehan, having done some research on his
own, recommended the use of the American College
Health Association, whose survey team is comprised
of skilled experta in Student Health Care. Their job is
to inspect budgeta and make effective suggestions.
Dr. McKeehan's recommendation has been met with
administrative silence.
Integral to the pointa made througbout this report
is a conclusive one made by Dr. McKeehan. "The
committee deliberations should have decided what
the Health Service set-up should be before the action
was taken."
No "committee deliberations," in fact, have been
made at all. The members have only just heeDcbaaen
_ by Senior Staff alone - and notified by letter. Their
first meeting time is May 12 in the midst of student
exams.
It has already been suggested that releaaing Dr.
Murphy, before the formation of a committee
qualified to fully assess budgetary options, is a
decision whose repercussions have only just begun to
pass through this college.
It is true that .tuents could have heeD_iJJlorm~L
plans from ffie beginnings, but they were not. senior
siaff could have convened a "committee" months
ago; it did not.
As Frank Johnson, Dean of-Faculty-admitted,
"We need to be reminded ... of the responsibility to
be sure that we proceed in a democratic manner ...
I suppose we slip from time to time."

What about night care?
Dean Johnson: The committee will work on a
feasible solution.
A House President stated that his oorm felt that
it was ridiculous to compromise when health was
in question.
Seth Marcus spoke on behalf of the Health
Services Advisory Board. He stated that in
their questionnaire, 80 percent of the studenta
who went to Dr. Murphy felt they benefitted from
their visit. The Health Board feels that the new
system will not be as efficient as the present one
in providing proper care. The Board was not
informed of any of the changes that have already
taken place until the decisiollll were made. He
wrote a letter, on behalf of his Board asking that
the Board be consulted. His letter .received no
reply.
Dean Johnson: No comment.
Will Dr. McKeehan's suggestion of using the
American College Health Association be considered'?
Dean Johnson: I will bring it back to Senior
Staff.
What are the projected savings of the plan?
Dean Johnson: I don,t know. A lot.
Acccording 10 the Yale Physicians Assoc.
Program, a physician'S assistant receives
$16,000a year. In addition Conn would have to
pay an MD to cover every other night. 'Ibis will
be a cost of $2,000a year to the College.
Dean Johnson: No comment.
(Questions and answers taken from Student
Government Association minutes.)
Student Government
plans to continue
discussion of the infirmary question at its next
meeting.
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SALE AT ROBERTS GROTON STORE ONLY
SALE NOON TO 5 PM
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